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In a broad sense, a language may be said to have Differential Subject Marking (DSM) 

if some subjects have a different Case, agree differently, or occur in a different position 

than others. In a narrower sense, such differences are thought of as DSM effects only if 

they depend on the features of the subject in some way, and in the narrowest sense, DSM 

effects refer to situations in which only subjects with features toward the lower end of the 

Person/Animacy Hierarchy  (third person, inanimate) are morphologically marked. In this 

last sense, DSM effects conform to the model in Silverstein (1976) where DSM effects 

are taken to be the mirror image of DOM (Differential Object Marking) effects where 

morphological marking of objects is associated with features at the higher end of the 

Person/Animacy Hierarchy.  

This paper will focus on DSM effects involving Case. The primary question to be 

addressed is this: Is there a special type of grammatical rule or principle whose exclusive 

role is to produce DSM (and DOM) effects, or do DSM effects follow from 

independently motivated principles of Case Theory? The position to be argued for here is 



that the DSM effects involving Case have diverse causes; what they have in common is 

only a descriptive unity, in that they all involve alternations in the Case of subjects. To 

the extent that can be determined at this point, it appears that DSM effects involving Case 

follow from independently motivated principles of grammar, and that there is no special 

type of grammatical rules or principle devoted exclusively to producing DSM effects. 

Nevertheless, there are still some kinds of DSM effects that we cannot yet account for 

with existing principles of Case Theory. 

The primary goal of this paper is to show that distinct DSM effects are associated 

with each of three different grammatical levels: argument structure (or the vP phase), 

syntax, and PF (morphological spell-out). Section 1 focuses on DSM effects caused by 

the use of lexical or inherent Case on some subjects. Such non-structural Case licensing 

is associated with θ-marking, which takes place at the level where arguments are mapped 

to internal and external argument positions and θ-marked accordingly. This level was D-

structure in earlier versions of the theory (Chomsky 1986), but is now identified as 

argument structure or the vP phase in the Minimalist Program of Chomsky (2000). Dative 

subjects are licensed at this level and it is also at this level that ergative Case licensing 

takes place, under the view that ergative is an inherent Case licensed to external 

arguments (Woolford 1997, 2006 and the references cited therein). We will see that 

cross-linguistic differences in the exact range of thematic roles that get mapped to each 

argument structure position produce concomitant differences in exactly which subjects 

get ergative, dative, or nominative Case. DSM effects involving factors associated with 

external arguments such as volitionality (e.g. de Hoop and Narasimhan, this volume) 

should ultimately follow from the principles that determine which arguments get mapped 



to the external argument position in each language. 

In section 2, we turn to DSM effects in syntax. Kornfilt (this volume) discusses an 

interesting type of DSM effect that occurs in nominalized clauses in Turkish. This DSM 

effect actually parallels DOM effects (rather than behaving as the mirror image of DOM 

effects as predicted by the Silverstein model). We will see that a very similar DSM effect 

occurs in Hindi (Bhatt 2006). We then turn to a rather different syntactic DSM effect 

involving a Case change of the subject from nominative to ergative that occurs only when 

the object moves out of the VP. This occurs in Inuit/Inuktitut (Bittner 1994) and in Nez 

Perce (Rude 1982, 1986, 1988; Woolford 1997, to appear), and we will see a third 

example here from Niuean (Massam 2000). 

Section 3 describes DSM effects at PF, the level at which abstract Case features (and 

other features) are spelled out morphologically. It appears that most of the DSM effects 

that conform to the Silverstein mirror-image pattern are PF effects, involving incomplete 

spell out of Case features in the presence of marked features such as first and second 

person. We will see that there are parallel DOM effects where Case is marked only in 

third person. 

This sets the stage for section 4, which focuses on the narrowest definition of DSM 

effects, those which conform to the mirror-image relationship with DOM effects 

observed by Silverstein (1976). Here I propose a simpler alternative to the formal 

analysis in Aissen (1999, 2003). I will show that these effects follow from independently 

motivated PF constraints that regulate the spell-out of combinations of marked features. 

The morphological spell-out of ergative Case is blocked in combination with marked 

person features (first or second) in languages such as Dyirbal, a classic markedness 



effect. The same family of PF constraints accounts for the absence of morphological Case 

differentiation in first and second person object clitics in Romance languages (Grimshaw 

2001). 

 

1. DSM Effects at Argument Structure  

One source of DSM effects is the use of dative or ergative Case on some subjects and 

nominative on others. This occurs in languages such as Hindi: 

(1) a.  Siitaa-ko  la.rke    pasand  the. 

   Sita-DAT  boys(NOM)  like  be(past,masc.pl) 

   >Sita likes the boys.=        (Mahajan 1991 (7)) 

b. Siitaa-ne   laRkii-ko   dekhaa 

   Sita(fem)-ERG  girl-DAT  see (perf, 3sg.masc.) 

   >Sita saw the girl.=         (Mahajan 1990:87) 

c. Siitaa                 kelaa              khaatii   thii 

   Sita(NOM,FEM)  banana(MASC.) eat(IMP,FEM)  be(PAST,FEM) 

   >Sita (habitually) ate bananas.=     (Mahajan 1990:72) 

We see the same sort of DSM pattern in Basque: 

(2) a. Ni-ri zure  oinetako-a-k-0/    gustatzen zaizkit.  

   I-DAT your  shoes-det-NOM  like  aux  

   >I like your shoes.=      (Austin and Lopez 1995:12) 

  b. Gizona-k  kurritu  du.  

man-ERG  ran   aux 

   >The man ran.=       (Levin 1989:57) 



c. Miren-ek  atea-0/    ireki du. 

   Miren-ERG  door-NOM   open aux  

   >Miren opened the door.=    (Levin 1989 (20)) 

d. Atea-0/    ireki da 

door-NOM  open aux 

    'The door opened.'  (Levin 1989  (21)) 

In section 1.1, we will see how these inherent Cases, dative and ergative, are related to 

argument structure (vP structure). In section 1.2, we will see that there are differences in 

the exact range of subjects that is marked with inherent dative and ergative Case cross-

linguistically. 

 

1.1 Argument Structure and Non-Structural Case 

 The ergative Case, as well as the more predictable instances of the dative Case (on 

goals and experiencers) are appropriately referred to as inherent Cases because they are 

inherently associated with a particular θ-position.1 Ergative Case is licensed to the 

external argument position (where agents occur, along with some range of other thematic 

                                                 
1See Woolford (1997, 2001, and 2006) for arguments that ergative is an inherent Case, as opposed 

to a structural Case like nominative or accusative. This work includes references to other literature in 

support of this view. Unlike structural Cases, the ergative is θ-related, it is preserved under NP Movement 

to the external subject position, passive and raised subjects never become ergative, and like the dative, 

ergative may be transparent for the licensing of nominative objects. 

There is a large body of research indicating that many occurrences of the dative Case are fairly 

predictable (e.g. Zaenen, Maling, and Thráinsson 1985, Svenonius 2002, Jónsson 2003, and additional 

word cited in Woolford 2006). 



roles, depending on the language, as we will see in section 1.2). The external argument is 

θ-marked by a little/light v head in a vP projection above the VP proper (Hung 1988, 

Kratzer 1996, Chomsky 1995). 

 
(3)        vP 

 Ì 
external Ì  
argument v  VP Ì 

V    internal argument 
 

This little v can also license ergative Case to the external argument, following Massam 

(2002) and Legate (2003) (who implement and update the view from Woolford (1997) 

that ergative Case is the inherent Case associated with agents). 

 Dative Case marks many goals and experiencers (with cross-linguistic differences to 

be discussed in section 1.3). There are many parallels in the behavior of the more regular 

uses of the dative Case and the ergative Case (Woolford 2006); those parallels are 

consistent with the view of McGinnis (1996, 1998, 2001), developing work by Marantz 

(1989), that direct argument goals/experiencers are licensed in the specifier position of 

another little v head, located just above the VP proper, and that this little v may also 

license dative Case to that argument position (see Woolford 2006 for additional evidence 

and references in support of this view). I label these two little v heads as vA and vG in the 

tree below in (4): 



(4)        vP 
 Ì 

external Ì  
argument vA vP Ì 

exp/goal   Ì 
           vG VP Ì 

V  theme/internal argument 
 

We see this inherent dative in true ditransitive constructions, as in the following example 

from Icelandic: 

(5) Þeir  gáfu konunginum ambáttina.      [Icelandic] 

 they-NOM  gave    king-the-DAT slave-girl-the-ACC        

 >They gave the king the slave-girl.=   (Maling 2002 (44a)) 

Not all datives are predictable, however. There is another type of non-structural Case 

that is appropriately called lexical Case because it is lexically selected by particular 

verbs, prepositions, or adjectives. Icelandic is well-known for having a range of verbs 

that select different lexical Cases for their subjects, including genitive, dative, and lexical 

accusative: 

(6) a. Jóns  nýtur ekki lengur  við. 

John-GEN enjoys not  longer  at 

>John is no longer available.=   (Jónsson 2003 (1c)) 

b. Bátnum  hvolfdi. 

 boat-DAT capsized 

>The boat capsized.=      (Levin and Simpson 1981 (1b)) 



c. Bátinn  rak   á land. 

 boat-ACC drifted  to shore 

 >The boat drifted to the shore.=  (Jónsson 2003 (66a)) 

Lexical Case is, of course, not restricted to subjects; some Icelandic verbs select a lexical 

Case for an object: 

(7)  Börnin   söknuðu foreldranna. 

children-NOM missed  parents-GEN  

>The children missed their parents.= (Jónsson 1996:105) 

Icelandic allows an inherent dative and a lexical dative to co-occur in the same clause, as 

in the following ditransitive example where the theme takes a lexically selected dative: 

(8)  Ég skilaði  henni  peningunum. 

I returned  her-DAT  the money-DAT (Zaenen, Maling, and  

Thráinsson 1985 (42a)) 

The alternative transitive version of this sentence, shown below, provides additional 

evidence that the inherent dative is not directly associated with the goal thematic role, but 

rather with the vP structure position which is restricted to direct argument goals; in this 

example, the goal is realized as an indirect argument inside a PP, and it does not take the 

dative Case: 

(9)  Ég skilaði  peningunum  til  hennar. 

I returned  the money(DAT)  to  her(GEN)   (Zaenen, Maling, and  

 Thráinsson 1985 (43a)) 

When there are only two arguments present in a clause, it is much more difficult to 

tell whether the dative on an object is inherent or lexical, because the object could be 



located in either the specifier of the lower little v or inside the VP proper.2 However, 

when the same verb is observed to take a dative object across many languages, as the 

verb >help= does, that is one indication that the dative is an inherent dative. 

(10) Fjölskyldan  hjálpaði þér. 

   family-NOM helped  you-DAT 

>The family helped you.=    (Jónsson 1996:105) 

 Returning now to subjects, let us turn to the discussion of cross-linguistic differences 

in DSM patterns that can be traced to differences in the exact range of thematic roles that 

is mapped to each of the three kinds of direct argument positions in a particular language. 

 

1.2 Cross-Linguistic Differences in Argument Structure 

Ergative Case marks only external arguments, but languages are known to differ as to 

the exact range of thematic roles that is mapped to the external argument position. This 

always includes agents, but languages differ as to whether inanimate instruments can be 

                                                 
2It is not always obvious from the meaning of a verb whether it will take a dative object. Maling 

(2002) gives examples of pairs of Icelandic verbs that appear to have the same meaning, and yet only one 

member of the pair takes a dative object. A reviewer refers us to the work of Svenonius (2002) who 

proposes that the event structure determines whether a verb will take a dative or an accusative object in 

Icelandic: Aaccusative case in Icelandic is available when the two subevents introduced in a transitive verb 

phrase are temporally identified with each other, and dative case is available when the two parts are distinct 

(Svenonius 2002, 197).@ For those unpredictable dative objects that must involve lexical selection by 

individual verbs, Svenonius proposes that we replace the idea that verbs can directly lexically select the 

Case of their object, with the idea that verbs lexically select something about their event structure that, in 

turn, determines that the object will get dative Case. 



mapped to the external argument position. This is possible in English and in Basque, 

(11) Giltzak  atea   ireki  zuen. 

key-ERG door(NOM)  opened  aux 

  >The key opened the door.=    (Uriagereka ms (30b)) 

but not in Hindi (de Hoop and Narasimhan (this volume)) nor Japanese (Watai 1996), 

(12) *Kagi-ga doa-o  aketa. 

 key-NOM door-ACC opened 

>The key opened the door.=  (Watai 1996:39)  

Factors such as volitionality and animacy are clearly important for determining which 

arguments will be categorized as external arguments (cf. de Hoop and Narasimhan (this 

volume)), but other factors are relevant as well.  

 

1.2.1 Frighten-class Verbs 

Jónsson (2003) argues that the well-known generalization that agents never take non-

structural Case in Icelandic is shown to hold not only of true agents, but also of Asubjects 

that could be described as agent-like.@ Jónsson observes that in psych-verb constructions 

of the frighten class, as in the examples below, (which initially appear to have a theme 

subject and an experiencer object), the subject never takes idiosyncratic lexical Case like 

other themes can. 

(13)a. Listaverkið  hneykslaði  marga. 

  the artwork-NOM shocked  many-ACC 

  >The work of art shocked many (people).= 



 b. Tónlistin   róar sjúklingana. 

  the music-NOM calms the patients-ACC 

   >The music calms the patients.=   (Jónsson 2003 (14b,c)) 

Jónsson suggests that the reason that the subjects of frighten class verbs share this 

property with agent subjects is that the subjects of frighten class verbs are agents. 

However, he notes (personal communication) that such verbs do not passivize, in contrast 

to true agent subject verbs in Icelandic. Baker (1997:78) suggests that the subject in 

frighten class constructions, while not actually an agent in a literal sense, is a sort of 

agent in a fuzzy, prototype sense. If we modernize these analyses, these researchers are 

arguing that the subject of such frighten-class verbs is mapped to the external argument 

position, even though it is not an agent. 

Treating the subjects of frighten class verbs as themes, rather than as agents (as 

Grimshaw 1990 argues is correct), but nevertheless mapping them to the external 

argument position (because they are causers in some sense, as has often been noted) 

resolves a longstanding problem of why a theme argument occurs in a structurally higher 

position than an experiencer argument in these constructions. This fact is puzzling if we 

assume that word order is determined by individual thematic roles, ordered by the 

thematic hierarchy. The puzzle disappears if it is the argument structure positions that 

determine the base order of arguments, but that a particular thematic role such as a theme 

can be mapped to the external argument position under certain conditions in certain 

languages. 

This idea that the theme subject of frighten-class experiencer verb constructions is 

mapped to the external argument position in Icelandic (and other languages) is supported 



by the fact that some ergative languages such as Basque mark the subjects of frighten 

class verbs with ergative Case, treating them like external arguments. 

(14) Mikelek   ni  haserretu  nau. 

  Michael-ERG I-NOM angry-PERF  aux 

  >Michael angered me.=                       (Laka, personal communication) 

However, not all languages map such causal themes to their external argument position; 

other ergative languages such as Marathi and Assamese do not. As a result, these 

languages have no frighten-class verbs and instead use alternative constructions to 

express the same meaning.  Instead of a verb like >frighten/scare=, Assamese uses a more 

complex construction that literally means something like >feed fear to= or >cause to eat 

fear=. There is an ergative subject, but it is an argument of the verb >feed/cause to eat=.3

 (15)a.  Gan-tu-e   xap-tu-k   bhoi khuale. 

song-class-ERG snake-class-DAT fear  fed/ate 

>The song frightened the snake.= 

b.   Xap-e  tak   bhoi khuai. 

snake-ERG him-DAT fear feed/eat 

>Snakes scare him.= 

In place of English verbs such as >anger= or >calm=, Assamese uses a light verb 

construction with the added verb >make/do= which takes an agent subject: 

                                                 
3These conclusions about Marathi and Assamese are based on fieldwork that I conducted with 

native speakers of these languages at the University of Massachusetts. I would like to thank Vishal 

Kashyap for all of the Assamese examples in this paper. Note that vowel length is not marked in these 

examples. 



(16)a. Gan-tu-e   xap-tu-k   kh]õal  korile. 

song-class-ERG  snake-class-DAT anger  made/did 

>The song angered the snake.= 

  b. Boroxun-e  Ram-ok xant] korile. 

rain-ERG   Ram-DAT calm made/did 

>The rain calmed Ram.= 

It thus appears that Assamese has stricter requirements for what can be an external 

argument than English, Icelandic, or Basque do; Assamese will not allow causal themes 

to be mapped to the external argument position. 

 

1.2.2 Experiencers as External Arguments 

 Jónsson (2003) finds that about half of the Icelandic verbs with experiencer subjects 

take the dative Case, while the other half are treated as external arguments, which take 

only nominative Case in Icelandic. He explores several possible ideas for how to 

distinguish these two classes of verbs, and one of his ideas is that experiencer verbs that 

represent stronger emotions are more likely to be treated like external arguments, such as 

the verb >despise=.4  

(17) Sveinn   fyrirlítur svona  menn. 

 Sveinn-NOM despises such men-ACC 

   >Sveinn despises such men.=   (Jónsson 2003 (25a)) 

There are cross-linguistic differences, however, in what percentage of experiencer 
                                                 

4See also Maling (2002) and Svenonius (2002) for discussion of semantic factors that distinguish 

arguments that take the dative from those that do not. 



subjects are treated as external arguments. In contrast to Icelandic, I found that Assamese 

treats nearly all experiencer subjects as external arguments, marking them with ergative 

Case. Even the verb >like=, which takes a dative subject in Icelandic and Hindi, takes an 

ergative subject in Assamese:5

(18) Ram-e  bhat   bhalpai. 

  Ram-ERG rice-NOM likes 

  >Ram likes rice.= 

In fact, I found only one verb that marks its experiencer subject with the dative in 

Assamese: 

(19) Ram-ok bhat  lage. 

Ram-DAT rice-NOM wants 

>Ram wants rice.= 

 A full account of DSM effects involving inherent Case marking at argument structure 

(vP structure) awaits a fuller understanding of how and why different languages map 

different arguments to each of the three argument structure positions. 

 

2. DSM Effects in Syntax  

There are well-known situations in which the Case of the subject is determined by its 

syntactic environment. For example, the subject of an embedded clause in English 

alternates between nominative or accusative Case, depending on whether the clause is 

tensed, or tenseless and in an ECM context: 

                                                 
5Assamese, like Hindi, marks certain objects with (what looks like) the dative Case. This is a 

DOM effect. Pronouns and proper names are always so marked when they occur as objects in Assamese. 



(20)a. He expects that she will win. 

 b. He expects her to win. 

This subject Case alternation fits only the broadest definition of a DSM effect given in 

the introduction to this paper. In this section, we will focus on some less well-known 

DSM effects that fit the narrower definitions of DSM effects. The first involves 

specificity marking of subjects, paralleling the well-known specificity marking of objects 

in DOM effects. The second involves an alternation between nominative and ergative 

subjects driven by object shift. 

 

2.1 Specificity Marking of Subjects 

Kornfilt (this volume) discusses an interesting DSM effect that parallels specificity 

marking of objects. In Turkish nominalized clauses, there are minimal pairs such as the 

following where the subject is marked with genitive Case if it is specific, while non-

specific subjects get no morphologically overt Case.  

(21)a. [köy-ü   bir haydut-un   bas-t2— -2n] -2   duy-du -m.  

 village-ACC  a robber-GEN raid-FN -3sg-ACC  hear-pst-1sg  

>I heard that a (certain) robber raided the village.= (specific for all speakers) 

 b. [köy-ü    haydut  bas-t2— -2n] -2   duy-du -m.  

village-ACC  robber  raid-FN -3sg-ACC  hear-pst-1sg  

>I heard that robbers raided the village.=   (non-specific, generic reading as the 

only reading) (Kornfilt (this volume) (3a,b)) 

As Kornfilt points out, this DSM effect is interesting because it parallels the DOM 

effect in Turkish, rather than forming a mirror-image pattern as one would expect under 



the Silverstein (1976) model. The fact that specificity marking can apply to subjects as 

well as to objects illustrates the general point also made in Woolford (1995) that 

whatever the process is that produces DOM effects, it does not exclusively target 

objects.6

A similar DSM effect occurs in nominalized clauses in Hindi. The data below appear 

in Bhatt (2006), credited to Peter Hook (personal communication). Here the specific 

subject is marked with the genitive -kaa, while the non-specific subject takes a Case 

which is not marked in overt morphology. 

(22)a. [yahã: paisõ-kaa  mil-naa] mushkil hai 

 here  money-GEN find-Inf difficult be.present 

 >Finding the money here is difficult.= (specific interpretation only) 

  b.  [yahã: paise  mil-naa] mushkil hai 

here  money  find-Inf difficult be.present 

>Finding/getting money here is difficult.= (non-specific interpretation 

available) 

                                                 
6As to the question of why specificity marking targets objects so much more often than subjects, 

another general point that Kornfilt makes is relevant: independent factors can effectively >neutralize= a 

potential DSM effect by preventing the alternation that would make it possible, or at least visible. If DOM 

effects require the alternation of position inside and outside the VP, as argued in Woolford (1995), building 

on the work of Diesing (1992), then we will not see similar DSM effects in clauses unless subjects are also 

free to occur inside and outside the VP in the same language, and if that change in position is associated 

with a Case change. In Turkish, one often sees non-specific subjects adjacent to the verb, and one might 

argue that these remain in the VP, but we do not see a DSM effect involving Case because the subject gets 

nominative Case regardless of its position. 



Bhatt argues that the genitive marked subject has moved to a higher position, paralleling 

the derivation of specificity marked objects in Hindi.  

These Turkish and Hindi data fit the second most narrow definition of a DSM effect, 

because they make reference to the features of the subject. They do not fit the most 

narrow definition because the features associated with the marked subject are high on the 

hierarchy, instead of low as the Silverstein model predicts. 

 

2.2 DSM Effects Related to Object Shift 

Let us now turn to a DSM effect that is related to object shift. In many languages, 

objects with features high on the person/animacy hierarchy (e.g. specific, human) move 

out of the verb phrase (and may also get a marked Case, producing a DOM effect). In 

some such languages, there is a corresponding change in the subject Case from 

nominative to ergative. We will see examples of this kind of DSM effect in Inuit/Inuktitut 

and in Niuean. 

 

2.2.1 Object Shift and Ergative Subjects in Inuit/Inuktitut 

In Inuit/Inuktitut, the subject gets ergative Case only when the object moves out of 

the VP. The following pair of examples from Inuktitut [Qairnirmiut dialect] are taken 

from Johns (2001).7

                                                 
7In this example, I have altered the gloss of absolutive Case to nominative, in conformity with 

Bittner (1994). As for the object Case, Johns (2001) maintains that the Case that is traditionally labeled 

instrumental is really accusative in at least some dialects. 



(23)a. arnaq   anguti-mik   taku-juq. 

woman-NOM man-INSTR/ACC see-intr.3s 

  >The woman sees the/a man.= 

   b. arna-up  angut   taku-jaa. 

woman-ERG man-NOM  see-tr.3s/3s  

>The woman sees the man.=   (Johns 2001) 

As in Turkish and other languages discussed in Diesing (1992), Bittner (1994) argues that 

non-specific objects remain inside the VP, as in the (a) version, while specific objects 

move out of the VP, as in the (b) version.  

(24) a. [IP subject    [VP  object     V   ]] 

  b. [IP subject  object [VP    V   ]] 

The associated DSM effect, a change from the nominative subject in (a) to an ergative 

subject in (b), is unusual because it is a DSM effect that depends, not on the features of 

the subject itself, but rather on the features of the object. 

This kind of DSM effect is often considered to belong to the larger domain of 

transitivity effects, and many would assume that the reason for the above subject Case 

change is that the (a) version must be intransitive. However, as Hopper and Thompson 

(1980) point out, two clauses can both be transitive (under the classic definition of having 

two arguments), and yet one may be more transitive than the other along a different 

dimension of transitivity, such as one involving the features of the object. That is, a 

clause with a specific object counts as more transitive than a clause with a non-specific 

object in their terms. In Niuean (Massam 2000), to which we now turn, this type of DSM 

effect involves an alternation between two types of >transitive= clauses, one with object 



shift and one without object shift. 

 

2.2.2 Niuean Object Shift and Ergative Case 

In Niuean, there is a word order difference in clauses depending on the features of the 

object, and Massam (2000) argues convincingly that this is a result of object shift. A 

complication is that both word orders involve VP fronting, so that both word orders are 

verb initial. When the object is non-specific and thus remains inside the VP, it fronts 

along with the rest of the VP, producing a VOS word order: 

(25) [VP V object ] [ subject    ]] 

(26) Ne  inu  kofe. a   Sione.    [Niuean VOS order] 

past drink coffee NOM Sione 

>Sione drank coffee.= 

In contrast, when the object is specific and must shift out of the VP, that object is left 

behind when the VP fronts, producing a VSO word order: 

(27)   [VP V         ]    [  subject   object                           ]] 

(28) Ne  inu  e  Sione  e   kofe.  [Niuean VSO order] 

past drink ERG Sione  NOM coffee 

>Sione drank the coffee.= 

There is an associated change in the Case of the subject from nominative to ergative. 

(The two Case morphemes look alike in the above example because Niuean marks proper 

names differently than common nouns.) 



(29) Niuean Case Morphology  

Ergative   NOM/ACC 

pronouns/Proper Names   e     a 

common nouns     he     e 

Massam (2000) argues that the VOS version of the clause with a nominative subject 

does not involve incorporation (which would make it an intransitive) as has sometimes 

been assumed. She shows that the VOS order is possible not only with a single non-

specific noun, as in the example above, but also when the object is complex, as in the 

example below where the object is a coordinate structure. 

(30) Ne  kai  [sipi mo  e  ika  mitaki  ] a  Sione. 

past eat    chip COM ACC fish good  NOM Sione 

>Sione ate good fish and chips.= 

It is not necessary to claim that the VOS clause is intransitive in order to explain why this 

subject Case change from nominative to ergative occurs. This Case change associated 

with object shift is actually predicted by independently motivated Case locality principles 

developed in Woolford (2003, to appear) to explain superficially unrelated data in other 

languages. In Woolford (to appear), I argue that the same DSM effect in Nez Perce is due 

to a locality restriction that comes into effect when two Cases occur in close proximity 

(that is, both inside or both outside the VP). The intuitive generalization relevant for 

Niuean is that some languages bar two structural Cases together in the same local area 

(e.g. phase). We see this effect in languages that prohibit two accusatives inside the VP. I 

claim that languages such as Inuit, and Niuean bar two structural Cases on arguments that 

both occur outside the VP. 



(31) *[  DP-nominative   DP-accusative   [VP         ]] 

To avoid this configuration of two structural Cases in such close structural proximity, 

these languages change the Case pattern so that one of the Cases is not structural. In Inuit 

and Niuean, this is done by changing the Case of the subject to ergative. Ergative is 

always potentially available from v, but these languages use ergative only as a >last resort= 

when they need it to avoid a double structural Case configuration outside the VP. When 

the object remains inside the VP, the two Cases do not occupy the same local structural 

domain, so they can both have structural Case and the ergative is not needed. For the 

details of this approach with respect to Nez Perce, using Optimality Theory to formally 

capture this notion of >last resort=, see Woolford (to appear). 

To conclude this section, we have now seen examples of two very interesting kinds of 

DSM effects in syntax. What we have not seen is a syntactic alternation that meets the 

narrowest definition of a DSM effect, one in which subjects with features low on the 

Person/Animacy Hierarchy get a morphologically overt Case, while subjects with high 

features do not. It appears that most DSM effects of this narrowest sort that fit the 

Silverstein (1976) model are PF effects, to which we now turn. 

 

3. DSM (and DOM) Effects at PF 

PF (or morphological spell-out) is the level where decisions are made concerning the 

morphological realization of (abstract) features from syntax. These decisions often 

involve markedness. In fact, the very terms marked and unmarked stem from one kind of 

PF effect.8 Plural, for example, is called marked with respect to singular because cross-

                                                 
8See Battistella (1996) for a nice summary of the history of markedness. 



linguistically, plural is more likely to be morphologically marked than singular. We see 

this pattern in English: 

(32)   cat  singular 

cat+s  plural 

Similarly, first and second person are more marked than third person and more likely to 

be realized morphologically. We see this kind of PF effect on agreement, as in Lakhota 

where first and second person agreement is expressed with overt morphemes, but third 

singular agreement is not.  

(33) a. o/ -o/ -kté. 

3sg-3sg-kill 

>He killed it/him.= 

  b. ma-yá-kte. 

1sg-2sg-kill 

>You killed me.=  (Van Valin 1985 (3)) 

However, not all PF effects favor the spell-out of marked features. The morphological 

spell-out of marked features may be blocked when they occur in combination with other 

marked features. We see this effect in English, where gender is not morphologically 

marked on pronouns when it occurs in combination with marked person features (first 

and second); but gender is spelled out morphologically in combination with the least 

marked person, third: 

(34) first person   I    no gender marked 

second person   you   no gender marked 

third person   he, she, it  masculine, feminine, neuter marked 



In this section, we will look at DSM (and DOM) effects on Case of both types, 

favoring and blocking the spell-out of marked features. Section 3.1 shows examples of 

the first type, where only the more marked Cases are spelled out morphologically. 

Section 3.2 shows examples of the second type, where Case is not spelled out 

morphologically in combination with marked person/number features. In both types of 

situations, PF inherits an abstract Case feature from syntax (if one was present in syntax) 

and these PF effects involve decisions as to whether or not to spell out that abstract Case 

feature with an overt Case morpheme.9 These PF decisions concerning Case spell-out 

cannot affect agreement patterns, which depend on abstract Case features in syntax. 

 

3.1 Marking the Marked Cases 

In examples of the first type of PF effect discussed above, Cases at the more marked 

end of the Case Markedness Hierarchy are more likely to be morphologically marked. 

(35) Case Markedness Hierarchy 

Ergative  >  Dative  >  Accusative  >  Nominative 

It is common for nominative to be zero marked cross-linguistically, whereas the ergative 

and dative are usually spelled out morphologically. We see this pattern in Hindi:10

                                                 
9I take the restrictive view that abstract and morphological Case are not independent, in the sense 

that an argument cannot have one abstract Case and a different morphological Case. Morphological Case is 

just a descriptive term for overt Case morphemes that spell out abstract Case features. 

10I omit the accusative from this list because there is controversy over which arguments are 

accusative in Hindi. 



(36) Hindi Case Morphology  (Mahajan 1990) 

ergative  -ne 

dative   -ko 

nominative (zero) 

However, some languages mark all Cases with overt morphological Case, as in Japanese. 

(37) Japanese Case Morphology 

dative   -ni 

accusative  -o 

nominative -ga 

 

3.2 Avoiding Marked Combinations Involving Case 

In examples of the second type of PF effect discussed above, the more marked Cases 

are not spelled out morphologically when they occur in combination with marked 

features. We see this second type of PF effect in Marathi, where ergative Case is not 

morphologically overt when it occurs in combination with marked person features. In 

Marathi, abstract ergative Case is not overtly realized in combination with first or second 

person, 

(38) Mi- /0  acbvlb.           

I(ERG)  handwashed(neuter. 3sg) 

>I washed my hands.=     (Comrie 1984 (16)) 

but ergative Case is morphologically realized in the third person (Comrie 1984).  



(39) Ram-ne acbvlb. 

   Ram-ERG handwashed(neuter. 3sg) 

>Ram washed his hands.=    (Comrie 1984 (15)) 

As Comrie points out, we can distinguish instances of zero Case morphology that are 

ergative from those which are nominative in Marathi by their effect on agreement: 

ergative subjects do not agree in Marathi, whereas nominative subjects do.11 In the two 

examples above, the neuter 3sg agreement is default agreement; it does not match in 

features with either the first person ergative subject in (38), nor with the masculine 

subject in (39). Similarly, the first person ergative subject in (40) below does not control 

the agreement, and instead, the agreement is controlled by the plural nominative object. 

(40) Mi   kame  keli. 

   I(ERG)  jobs(NOM) did(neuter.3pl) 

   >I did the jobs.=                 (Comrie 1984 (12)) 

What matters for agreement is abstract Case, regardless of whether that Case is 

morphologically realized. When the abstract Case of a first person subject is nominative, 

it looks morphologically identical to a first person ergative subject, but it controls the 

                                                 
11Deo and Sharma (2006) confirm this pattern in Marathi, that nominative subjects control 

agreement but ergative subjects do not, even those first and second person ergative subjects which are not 

morphologically marked with ergative Case. However, they report that in one dialect of Marathi, Gowari, 

described in Volume VII of the Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson 1905), the morphologically unmarked 

first and second person forms really are nominative in abstract Case and they do trigger agreement. 



agreement as any nominative does in Hindi, as we see below in example (41):12    

(41) Mi   khup goSTi    bollo. 

   I(NOM)  many things(ACC) said(masc.1sg) 

   >I said many things.=             (Comrie 1984 (14)) 

The agreement pattern is determined by the abstract Case pattern in syntax, and this is 

unchanged by whether or not that abstract Case feature is spelled out at PF.  

Kabardian shows us that this kind of PF effect is not limited to the ergative Case. In 

Kabardian, we see the same spell-out pattern for ergative, dative, and even nominative 

Case (Kabardian does not use the accusative Case). The pattern is that third person 

pronouns are morphologically marked for all Cases, even nominative; in contrast, first 

and second person pronouns are not morphologically marked for any Case, ergative, 

dative, or nominative (Colarusso 1992: 65-66): 

(42)  Kabardian Pronouns (Colarusso 1992) 

   Ergative  Dative   Nominative    

1sg   sa    sa    sa 

2sg   wa    wa    wa 

3sg   a-bc   a-bc   a-r 

Kabardian also shows what Marathi shows, but in a different way: we cannot simply 

assume that any argument without overt morphological Case is necessarily nominative.  

                                                 
12The verb in (41) is one that never takes an ergative subject in Marathi even in the perfective 

aspect. 



The Romance languages show us that this PF effect in which abstract Case is not 

morphologically spelled out in first or second person is not limited to subjects. We see 

this same PF effect on object clitics in Italian, French, and Spanish. These object clitics 

are morphologically distinguished for Case only in the third person, but not in first or 

second person (Grimshaw 2001).  

(43)  The third-person Romance clitics  (from Grimshaw 2001) 

Italian  French Spanish 

him/it (ACC)  lo   le   lo 

to him/it (DAT)  gli   lui   le 

her/it (ACC)  la   la   la 

to her/it (DAT)  le   lui   le 

(44)  The Romance clitics in first and second person  (from Grimshaw 2001) 

me (ACC)   mi    me   me 

to me (DAT)  mi    me   me 

you (ACC)   ti    te   te 

to you (DAT)  ti    te   te 

Since Case is realized on these object clitics only when they have features at the low end 

of the person hierarchy, this is an example of a DOM effect that goes against the 

predictions of the Silverstein model, to which we now turn. 

 

4. The Mirror-Image Model of DSM and DOM Effects 

No discussion of DSM effects would be complete without consideration of the 

mirror-image model of the relationship between DSM and DOM effects proposed by 



Silverstein (1976). Under this model, a transitive subject is more likely to be marked with 

ergative Case if its features are at the unmarked end of the Person/Animacy Hierarchy 

(e.g. third person), whereas exactly the reverse pattern holds for objects. That is, objects 

are more likely to be morphologically marked with Case when they have features at the 

marked end of the hierarchy (e.g. first and second person). Silverstein proposes a 

functional motivation for this pattern: that subjects and objects need to be marked with 

morphological Case to flag them when they have atypical features, to avoid the danger 

that a subject will be misidentified as an object or vice versa. The features that are said to 

be typical for subjects and objects under this model are at opposite ends of the 

Person/Animacy Hierarchy, with first and second person more typical for subjects, and 

third person more typical for objects. 

AIt is natural for third persons to function as patient (O) and for first and 

second person to function as agent (A), but not vice-versa. The marked 

Cases, ergative and accusative, formally express the violations of these 

principles.@ (Silverstein 1976: 152) 

The basic model is that, for each language, there is a point on the Person/Animacy 

Hierarchy that divides marked from unmarked transitive subjects, and a (usually 

different) point on the hierarchy that divides marked from unmarked objects. I will mark 

these points with S and O, to indicate how these parameters might be set for a particular 

language: 

(45)  Person/Animacy Hierarchy 

1pl >1sg >2pl >2sg >3hum.pl >3hum.sg >3anim.pl>3anim.sg>3inan.pl>3inan.sg 
 S      O 

 
The idea is that transitive subjects with features to the right of the subject point on the  



hierarchy will be flagged with an ergative case morpheme to indicate that they have 

features that are atypical for subjects. The placement of the S marker in (45) indicates 

that all third person subjects will be marked ergative, but no first or second person 

subjects will be. Objects with features to the left of the object point on the hierarchy will 

be marked with accusative to flag them as atypical objects. The placement of the O 

marker in (45) indicates that all human objects will get an overt Case morpheme. 

 Silverstein (1976) points out numerous exceptions to this basic model, which we will 

discuss below. But first, let us turn to a well-known formalization of the basic model. 

 

4.1 Aissen=s OT Formalization of the Mirror-Image Model 

Aissen (1999, 2003) formalizes the basic mirror-image model using Optimality 

Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993). Aissen uses harmonic alignment to express the 

ideal features of subjects and objects proposed in Silverstein (1976). With the help of 

constraint conjunction, she then constructs a set of constraints to directly express 

Silverstein=s idea that subjects with atypical features should have overt Case morphology. 

For example, the constraint that produces the pattern where only third person subjects are 

marked ergative is a conjunction of a constraint against third person subjects and a 

constraint against lacking morphological Case:  

(46) *subject/third & *zero Case 

This constraint penalizes a third person subject that lacks overt Case morphology. To 

capture different subject marking patterns cross-linguistically, Aissen varies the ranking 

of such constraints above and below an opposing constraint that penalizes having overt 

morphological Case: *structure(Case). 



There are several problems with this model as formulated, noted by Aissen. Some are 

related to the use of constraint conjunction, which is a controversial device within 

Optimality Theory. One problem is that the constraints that are conjoined do not 

necessarily have independent motivation as constraints on their own. For example, 

*subject/third predicts that some languages should prohibit all third person subjects. A 

second problem is that the model predicts languages with exactly the opposite mirror-

image pattern; this follows assuming that one can conjoin *subject/third with 

*structure(Case). However, Aissen is correct that Optimality Theory is required to 

capture the kind of cross-linguistic variation that Silverstein (1976) describes.  

  

4.2 A Simpler OT Approach  

In this section, I would like to show that the DSM effects that Silverstein (1976) 

describes can be produced in a different, simpler way, still using Optimality Theory, but 

without constraint conjunction. Independently motivated PF constraints of the type we 

saw in section 3.2 above will do the job. These contextually restricted constraints block 

the morphological realization of ergative Case when it occurs in combination with 

marked features. For example, we can formalize the PF constraint against spelling out 

ergative Case in combination with first and second person (which are often referred to as 

a group as >local= persons) as follows:13

(47) *ergative/1st,2nd  (or more simply,  *ergative/local) 

In this OT approach, the opposing constraint is the PF constraint that requires faithfulness 

to the Case features inherited from syntax; such faithfulness requires morphological 
                                                 

13The constraint *ergative without this contextual restriction also occurs (Woolford 2001). 



spell-out at PF: 

(48) Faith(ergative)   (or more accurately,  Max(ergative)) 

The OT equivalent of marking a point in the Person/Animacy Hierarchy to get different 

language patterns is to rank the appropriate markedness constraint(s) above this 

faithfulness constraint. Let=s look at this idea in more detail. 

 

4.3 PF Constraints and DSM Effects 

To illustrate this model, let us formulate a range of relevant PF constraints that block 

the spell-out of ergative Case in the presence of various marked features and feature 

combinations. Let us take the approach of basing these constraints on separate standard 

universal fixed hierarchies: 

(49) Person Hierarchy:   first > second > third 

(50) Number Hierarchy:  plural > singular 

(51) Animacy Hierarchy:   human > animate > inanimate 

Using these hierarchies, we can produce a set of contextually restricted markedness 

constraints that prohibit the spell-out of ergative Case in combination with features at the 

marked end of one or more of the other hierarchies: 



(52) PF Constraints14

*ergative/1st  

*ergative/1st, 2nd     (or *ergative/local) 

*ergative/1stpl 

*ergative/1st, 2ndpl  (or *ergative/local.pl) 

*ergative/human 

*ergative/animate 

If any one of these contextually restricted markedness constraints is ranked above the 

opposing faithfulness constraint, Max (ergative), ergative spell-out will be blocked for 

the feature combination referred to in the constraint. This allows us to generate a range of 

language patterns discussed in Silverstein (1976) which conform to the predictions of the 

mirror-image model: 

                                                 
14Formulating the constraints in this way, anchored at the marked edge of the hierarchy and 

referring to a range of features starting at that edge (rather than having a constraint *ergative/2nd) eliminates 

the need to require a fixed hierarchy for these constraints, following de Lacy (2002). 

 



(53) Rankings and Predictions 

Constraint     Pattern Predicted  Language in Silverstein (1976) 

*ergative/1st     erg on 2nd and 3rd  

*ergative/local    erg on 3rd      Dyirbal 

*ergative/1stpl    erg on 1sg, 2, 3   Bandjalang    

*ergative/local.pl   erg on 1sg, 2sg, 3   Dhirari 

*ergative/human   erg on non-human 

*ergative/animate   erg on inanimate 

If more than one of these constraints is ranked above Max(ergative), the result will 

usually not change, because of the more general constraints often subsume the effect of 

the less general constraints. 

Using such contextually restricted markedness constraints at PF is a simpler way to 

get these DSM effects within Optimality Theory than in the model in Aissen (1999, 

2003), as it does not require constraint conjunction. Moreover, it requires no reference to 

grammatical relations such as subject. As we saw above in section 3.2, this kind of PF 

effect is not limited to subjects or to ergative Case, but may occur with other Cases and 

with objects, as we saw above in Kabardian and Romance. To the extent that we see these 

PF effects more often with ergative Case than with other Cases, it is because ergative is at 

the marked end of the Case Markedness Hierarchy. We need no special constraints for 

such DSM effects. 

 



4.4 Exceptions to the Mirror-Image Model for DSM Effects 

Silverstein notes that the mirror-image pattern does not always hold: Athere are 

numerous >holes= in the pattern, and these mean we have the opportunity for further 

constraint of the system@ (Silverstein 1976:125).15

A particularly spectacular hole in the pattern can be seen in Aranda (Silverstein 

1976:127). At the left end of the hierarchy, the first person singular stands alone in being 

marked ergative, while at the right end of the hierarchy, inanimate subjects are also 

marked ergative. Nothing in between is overtly marked ergative. 

(54)  Person/Animacy Hierarchy (marked for Aranda subjects) 

1pl > 1sg > 2pl > 2sg > 3hum.pl > 3hum.sg > 3anim.pl > 3anim.sg > 3inan 
    0/        erg      0/        0/        0/      0/      0/      0/         erg   
 
This discontinuous pattern is extremely problematic for the assumption that the features 

associated with ergative marking should make reference to a continuous span of the 

hierarchy. Silverstein suggests a possible two-step solution to this problem. First, he 

breaks the hierarchy into two separate hierarchies, one for first and second person 

pronouns and another for all third person elements. The hierarchy for third person 

elements is then relatively straightforward, with animates zero marked, and inanimates 

marked ergative. For the first and second pronouns, Silverstein suggests that the 

hierarchy be adjusted by moving the first person elements from the top of the hierarchy to 

the bottom, below second person:  

                                                 
15A reviewer refers us to a recent paper by Filimonova (2005) which points out a range of 

exceptions to the strict predictions of the hierarchy. 



(55)  Person/Animacy Hierarchy (for local pronouns in Aranda (Silverstein 1976)) 

2pl  >  2sg  > 1pl  >  1sg  
 0/    0/    0/      erg 

 
However, Silverstein does not maintain that this is the definitive solution to Aranda, but 

only says that his schematization Aat least provides a basis for seeking further information 

on this (Silverstein 1976:127).@  

The proper formal treatment of this extremely discontinuous pattern in Aranda 

depends on the other kinds of discontinuous patterns that occur cross-linguistically. Do 

these patterns always involve irregular marking for 1st singular (the speaker)? Or can any 

spot on the hierarchy be exceptional in this way? If the speaker (1st singular) is special, 

then such exceptions could involve politeness conventions in which the speaker treats 

himself as a lowly inanimate, consistent with Silverstein’s proposed solution. However, if 

such exceptions can involve all sorts of points on the hierarchy, then it suggests that 

contextually restricted faithfulness constraints also exist. If so, there could be an 

interleaving of contextually restricted faithfulness and markedness constraints at PF that 

alternatively favor and block the spell-out of ergative Case in combination with different 

features. The following constraints in the following ranking would produce the Aranda 

pattern: 

(56)  *ergative/1pl  >>  Max ergative/1st  >> *ergative/animate   >>  Max ergative 

These constraints, ranked in this order, would (in effect) turn ergative spell-out on and off 

as one travels down the Person/Animacy hierarchy. This would be a formal way within 

Optimality Theory to produce the effect of adding more subject points to Silverstein=s 

model; that is, instead of one point dividing the hierarchy into a region where ergative is 

off versus on, we would now have several points where ergative realization is 



alternatively turned off and on: 

(57) Person/Animacy Hierarchy (marked for constraints applying in Aranda) 

  1pl > 1sg > 2pl > 2sg > 3hum.pl > 3hum.sg > 3anim.pl > 3anim.sg > 3inan 
 0/     erg   0/   0/   0/    0/    0/    0/    erg   

 8 8 8        8  
 
However, adding a series of contextually restricted faithfulness constraints would allow 

this OT model (like that of Aissen 1999, 2003) to generate systems with exactly the 

opposite sort of pattern of DSM effects than those expected under Silverstein=s model. So 

before we add the power of contextually restricted faithfulness constraints at PF, we need 

to know more about the nature of the cross-linguistic variation in such DSM effects at PF.  

 

5. Conclusion 

DSM (Differential Subject Marking) effects involving Case do not constitute a 

unified phenomenon. They come in diverse types, requiring different kinds of theoretical 

accounts. In this paper, we have seen DSM effects at three levels of grammar: changes 

involving lexical/inherent Case associated with argument structure (vP structure), Case 

changes in subjects depending on syntax, and restrictions on the morphological spell-out 

of abstract Case at PF. These effects appear to follow from independently motivated 

principles and constraints that hold at these grammatical levels, and they are not restricted 

to subjects. We have seen no evidence for special principles or constraints designed to 

specifically target subjects and produce DSM effects.   

Of special interest in this domain is the question of the extent to which DSM and 

DOM effects conform to the mirror-image pattern observed by Silverstein (1976), and 

how to account for this pattern to the extent that it does hold. Silverstein=s model, as 



formalized in Aissen (1999, 2003), takes a unified approach to these DSM and DOM 

effects, with opposing constraints that specifically target subjects or objects, and penalize 

those with atypical features if they lack morphological Case. In this paper, we have seen 

evidence that the DSM effects that conform to the mirror-image model appear to be PF 

effects (involving only the spell-out of Case), in contrast to the conforming DOM effects 

which appear to be syntactic (involving object shift). We have seen that these DSM 

effects at PF follow from independently motivated constraints on the spell-out of 

combinations of marked features, so that no special principles or constraints are needed. 

Although formulated within Optimality Theory, as in Aissen=s approach, the account 

proposed here is simpler that Aissen=s in that it does not require constraint conjunction, 

nor any reference to grammatical relations such as subject. The exceptional patterns 

discussed by Silverstein (1976) have yet to be fully explored and accounted for, but they 

are relevant to the question within Optimality Theory of whether the grammar has both 

contextually restricted faithfulness constraints and contextually restricted markedness 

constraints. 
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